Eradicate Human Trafficking
Collaboration to deploy the necessary tools to address the prevention, eradication and economic devastation of human trafficking through global governance and protocol for digital ID, safety and payments.
Let data tell the story
The Problem

It’s a big problem globally
Lack of data to help prevent it
Inadequate ways to measure it
Prosecution virtually nonexistent
Economic impact - monumental
Victim impact - devastating
It’s only going to get worse

IDENTITY
- An estimated 1 billion people have no identity.
- For those with ID, the trafficker is co-signer under fake name, leaving the victim responsible if they are able to escape.

TRAFFICKING
- 40.3 million people are estimated to be in modern slavery, 20%
- 65.3 million people are displaced, 50% are children and 7 million women
- 40 million people are trafficked yearly. Est. 25% (10 million) are children
- 20% of victims are never rescued and 70% will be re-trafficked

ECONOMIC IMPACT
- $150 billion USD in est. annual earnings from slavery
- £28 billion GBP est. cost to UK economy from each modern UK slavery case
- 89-149% return on investment from public provision of survivor care
- 1% increase in unemployment results in +25% in neglect and +23% in physical abuse of children

PAYMENTS
- 17 billion people do not have access to banking
- 26% of human (sex) trafficking victims have their credit exploited with 45% of the victim’s lifestyle inconsistent with income
Exploitation Cycle

- Assessment & Recruitment
- Automatic
- Grooming
- Maintenance
- Breaking
SOLUTION FRAMEWORK

- identity
- verifiable credentials
- guardianship ID
- public safety AI technology
- payments – digital assets
- governance
- collaboration
Deliverables: Phase One
- self sovereign portable digital identity
- verified credentials
- Guardianship ID
- digital finance & payments
- KYC
- AI driven personal safety
- digital ethics & governance

Deliverables: Phase Two
- big data modeling
- biometrics
- data integration for academic research
- microinsurance – real-time actuary
- decentralized finance - microfinancing
- ROI analysis

Transforming Human Trafficking Response
TYPES OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING

TRAFFICKING FOR FORCED LABOUR

TRAFFICKING IN CHILDREN FOR EXPLOITATION

TRAFFICKING FOR SEXUAL EXPLOITATION

TRAFFICKING FOR ORGAN REMOVAL